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In order to consider the progress, or lack of progress, which 

we have made in recent years in securing in Australia accountability 

of those with power to the perS?DS they serve, it is useful to divide 

the topic, like Caesar's Gaul, into three parts. The parts will 

reflect the traditional branches of government created from our 

history by our constitutions, Federal and State. Necessarily, in a 

brief note, it~is possible to survey only a few developments. 

THE PARLIAMENT 

During the whole of this century there has been a steady 

erosion of the power of Parliament. The tendency, not confined to 

Australia, has seen the 1086 of power to the political and 

administrative executive government. They, in turn, have lost power 

to the political leader, now closeted with privately appointed and 

unaccountable personal staff who formulate policy, write speeches and 

sometimes manipulate the elected officer according to an agenda of 

their own. There has also been a 10s6 of certain power to the 

judicial branch which I will explore. 

It is true that occasional progress is made. Thus, in New 

South Wales, where independents hold the balance of power in the 

Legislative Assembly, reforms of Parliamentary procedure and a 
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greater sensitivity to the will of Parliament has reflected the

GOvernment's necessities. In the Federal Parliament we seem to have

reached the point where no major party will control the Senate in the

foreseeable future. This, in turn, means that governments must be

sensitive to minority opinions, reflected by the Democrats or

Independent Senators. This, in turn, has produced negotiation to

ensure the passage of legislation. But it has also produced improved

scrutiny of Bills by Senate Committees. 1 The late Lionel

Murphy, when a Senator, enhanced the power of the Senate by

contributing notably to the development of its committee system.

Senate Committees tend to be much less controlled by the Party Whip.

They tend to demand more information from officials and from the

Government of t~e day.

An urgent source of concern lit?s in the decline of the

Parliamentary Question Time. This is the distinctive feature of our

Parliamentary ~ystem. It greatly improves the capacity to call the

Executive Government to account in a public way by searching

interrogation. There is no equivalent procedure in the United States

of America, France or other non-parliamentary systems. The United

States, for example, is largely dependent upon the free media to

interrogate the Chief Executive, although Congressional Committees

can, exceptionally, interrogate members of the Administration. The

weakness of the Presidential system in the united States was

demonstrated in two recent crises. During the Watergate affair, it

was impossible, short of the impeachment proceedings ultimately

launched, for the Congress to interrogate the President as could

easily have occurred here with a head of government in Parliament.

Similarly, in the early years of president Reagan's presidency, he

was never interrogated about his Administration's strategies and

POlicies on HIV/AIDS. The much vaunted free press of the United
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Fife cites statistics which indicate that the average number of

Questions Without Notice, an average of 26 to 30 questions are asked

In the United Kingdom, the prime
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45 minute Question Time in the Australian

This is a serious defect in the crucial

"Question Time is a courtesy extended to the House by the
executive branch of Government. This is the
constitutional position and Standing Orders are simply to
facilitate delivery of that courtesy."

in the,45 minutes allotted.

questions. But the position in Australia may be contrasted with the

United Kingdom Parliament Where, within an hour, the average number

of questions reaches 70. In the Canadian Parliament, which has

Parliament does not.

Minister answers questions t most of them in practice without notice,

twice a week for a 15 minute period. The United Kingdom and Canada

have time-tables for written answers whereas the Australian

procedure available in Parliament to bring the Executive Government

to account to the peoples' representatives. It may be hoped that it

will be corrected by the 'initiatives of Parliament itself.

asked no questions. During his first term, the President
~.

J~rtever put his lips around the avoided acronym. The result was a
-~-

In our Parliamentary system in Australia t through
~.,

tthe contributions of notable politicians on both sides of the
~t-,

"Chambers, we were able to do better •

Question Time is, however, undoubtedly in decline, at least in

Australian Federal Parliament. Part of the problem may be the,

ttitude of some politicians to this instrument of accountability.
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'n~ EXE_CJIT.J:VE

The most noticeable reforms which have been introduced in

¥ecent years concern the accountability of the Executive Government,

'*Qri its administrative manifestations. Especially at the Federal
k'>, .
~evel, a series of legislative reforms in Australia has brought about
~<, .
fa', remarkable shift in power between the individual and the

The new system is by no means perfect. But it is a

19nificant improvement in accountability over that which existed

the mid-1970s. The office of Ombudsman has been established

jurisdictions, Federal and State. Freedom of information

~gis1ation has been enacted in the Federal sphere and in New South

ales, Victoria and South Australia. A new administrative tribunal,

the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (AAT), has been created in the

It has a counterpart in Victoria and equivalent

consideration in other jurisdictions. Within the

iederal AAT, attempts are underway to reduce court-like features and

the case-flow without reduction in the quality of

Also in the Federal sphere the Administrative Decisions

~1~udicial Review) Act 1977 has been passed to simplify the system
;~, .
l'of jUdicial review and to improve the -accountability of the
~" .
£administration to the law of the land. An important innovation of

((that Fede~al statute was the introduction, by s 13, of the obligation

provide reasons for most administrative decisions.

The rationale for these reforms can be found in the perceived
~-i

$need to render official decisions in the administration more open and

But something of a backlash has set in because of the

~perceived cost of the administrative law reforms. This is now said

t~6 be running at about $40 million a year. Costjbenefit ~6sue8 are

"now being considered. Warned by the exceilent study in civics found

the television progr~mme Yes Minister, we must all be on our
'---'"
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and incrementalless adversarial investigation;

the impact it has had upon Aboriginal Australia.

~"iMore than 'twenty years ago concern was expressed about the social

increasing in number by reason of the economic difficulties) there

feeling of alienation from the privi~eges of administrative

A real measure of the accountability of public administration

services, there is still the same proportion of Aboriginal

Australians in prisons, the same high rates of social disintegration

individual despair, and ~he same low rates of educational.

complexity of the language in which laws and

~practices are written, and the intimidating nature of some of the
i";~

i~ay not deliver real justice to the ordinary individual approaching

[those with power in the administration for accountability. It seems
~

~likelY that the future of accountability of public administration in
0 i

~~ustralia will lie in less judicialization of dispute resolving

V~uard lest the vehicle of cost-saving is not used by the Slr,.
~Humphreys of this world to cut back the important achievements of
~

At the same time, as the President of the

(Justice Deidre O'Connor) herself

a need to improve the present system. The

upon the basic system which is now in place.

We shoulQ not deceive ourselves that the present system secures

t~eallY effective accountability for all Australians. In the lower

'deprivations of Aboriginals and the disadvantages which they suffered

in many walks of life, including in their interface with the criminal

0~justice system. Twenty years later despite the expenditure of

and the vital work of the Aboriginal legal

-------- - - - - -
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be tested by the impact it has had upon Aboriginal Australia. 

years ago concern was expressed about the social 

'deprivations of Aboriginals and the disadvantages which they suffered 

in many walks of life, including in their interface with the criminal 

system. Twenty years later despite the expenditure of 

" .... ~i~ons of dollars and the vital work of the Aboriginal legal 

there is still the same proportion of Aboriginal 

Australians in prisons, the same high rates of social disintegration 

_and indi v idua 1 despair I and ~he same low rates of educational. 
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-ntion and achievement. Administrative accountability on the 

is no substitute for macro-policies which attack the 

of individual disadvantage. We should not fall into the 

trap of thinking that procedures, institutions and 

~rul".mb are the answers to Australia's social problems. Sometimes 

simply a palliative to ensure that things look good or are 

'correctly. But whether what is done is good and what is 

is correct remain the more fundamental questions. 

Five more years: Five years ago I was asked to contribute 

foreword to the Public Interest Advocacy Centre's book Five 

in the Ring.3 In, it, I traced the achievements of PIAC 

fundamental problems which public interest lawyers faced in 

the courts to secure Bocial and economic change through law. 

In my fore~rd I listed four impediments, as I saw them, to the 

of the initiatives of public interest advocacy in our 

They were the comparative lack of substantive rights upon 

to hang legal claims brought to law; the tendency of the 

to avoid conceptualisation of legal themes ,and to go beyond 

available solution of the ins'tant case; the barriers 

standing and of costs; and the failure of our legal 

pursue systematically judicial suggestions for reform of 

During the past five years there has, I believe, been progress 

each of these areas. It is worth noting some of the main points, 

Substantive law developments: A number of developments can 

in respect of substantive law. They include Australia's 

in signing the first Optional Protocol to the 

ternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. This 
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Senator Gareth Evans, took place in September

By December 1991, Australia's laws were accountable to the

Rights Committee of the United Nations, established under the

Already the first. communication has been sent to the

It has been made by Mr Nicholas Toonen of Hobart. It

~6mplains about the laws of Tasmania which crirninalise homosexual
~

consenting adults. It asserts that such laws breach

fundamental human rights of privacy and equality before the law.

Then, in reCent days, three remarkable decisions have been
~~
tlknded down by the High Court of Australia. The first of these,

~~bO v Queensland4 reversed a legal theory which was
~

the previous two hundred years. This was that Australia

acquired from the indigenous people by conquest but was

~~·empty continent, acquired by settlement. The importance of the

{k~stinction was that, if Australia were terra nullius (as had
t"

~reviouslY beerr held to be the law) there was no obligation on the

~~~t of the Crown to negotiate the terms of acquisition of the

lb~rritory from the indigenous people. By reversing this theory an
0.',

~a~azing legal change has occurred. It creates the potential by
i'< -

certain lands and in certain circumstances, it

upon governments and others to perform the

i:n~gotiations which were disdained at the time of the initial
l?'
~acquisition of Australia by European settlers.

For present purposes, it is important to note one step in the

~i.~asoning which Justice Brennan exposed for his decision in Mabo.

~~n the course of that decision, with the concurrence of Chief Justice

'1~son and Justice McHugh, he pointed out that Australia's signature
~:

·,·to the Optional Protocol would ineVitably have an impact upon the

law of Australia. As our law becomes answerable to the Human

Co~nittee, and thus to the principles of basic rights which it
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an indirect influence of those principles upon our own common
~

fla~ ~ill come about in order to avoid disharmony bet~een the t~o. It

fiS therefore timely for us to celebrate the appointment to the Human
<f.
WRights Committee of the Unite~ Nations of its first Australian
~"

~member, Justice Elizabeth Evatt.

The domestic application of international human rights norms
<'t

'\signalled in Mabo is not the only way by which the ~orld-~ide

movement ~ill have a practical impact on Australia. In

recent decisions of the greatest importance t the High
,""

[court struck down legislation regulating electoral advertisingS

~:

~'and an over-extensive provision rendering susceptible to punishment
)i.'.'

f·.Criticism of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission.6

~. ,Less surprising than the results of these two cases were the
~'" .,:-

explanations given by the High Court for the rulings. Those

explanations ~ere found, substantially, in the implied right to

freedom of communication on political and economic matters which the

High Court found in the language, structure and purposes of the
~
'Australian Constitution although not spelt out in its express terms.

very system of representative government, with an elected

Parliament answerable to the people, imp~rted the right to free

political discussion about who the representatives should be. The

regulation of pre-election advertising and the punishment of

criticism of an executive institution (whether that criticism was

justified or not) were held to be disproportional to the legitimate

objectives which the Federal Parliament could la~fully secure .

.'Adopting the approach of the European Court of Human Rights, it ~as

said that regulation of pre-election advertising (and prohibition on

criticism of the IRC) ~ere outside the "margin of appreciation" ~hich

would be left to the in legitimately derogating from basic rights.

This is clearly a developmeQt of constitutional principle of
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attended with Sir Robin Cooke, President of the New Zealand Court of

Appeal, he suggested that the whole of the administrative law in

common law countries could be encapsulated in three little words.

The actions of administrators must be legal, fair and reasonable.

One of the greatest disappointments of my judicial career was

the reversal of the decision in Public Service Board of New South

Wales v Osmond. 8 You will recall that, by that decision, a

majority of the New South Wales Court of Appeal (Priestley JA and

myself) held that, at least in the circumstances which there existed,

public officials, being the donees of legislative power, were obliged

to give reasons for their decisions.

A holding of the same Court in 19719 had required all

jUdicial officers to give reasons for their decisions. Initially

this was just.ified upon a requi~ement inherent ~n the right to

the first importance. It shows that the Australian Constitution is

far from being past childbearing. Lionel Murphy's oft repeated

assertions about the implied rights .inherent in the very nature of

our Constitution must now be re-scrutinized. 7 Although at the

time they were expressed, Murphy's views were regarded by most

Australian lawyers as wholly heretical, they now look less so. The

chief Justice of Australia (Sir Anthony Mason) once answered Lionel

Murphy's claim by stating that he could not find a s 92A in the

constitution to justify the asserted right to freedom of

communication. But now, it seems, that right, or something awfully

like it, has been found in the very nature of the political system

which the Constitution establishes.

Public interest lawyers will study with fascination this

development of Australian legal theory. It opens up a new realm of

opportunity, undreamt of even five years ago.

At a recent conference which IConceptUalising law:

'f:
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But now, the rationale for the obligation to state reasons 

more correctly, as an incident of the judicial process 

10 Why should this principle of accountability not be 

to administrators in the other branch of government? 

Osmond was a senior and faithful officer of the Lands 

He was the senior candidate for appointment to a Land 

He was passed over in favour of a person junior in years and 

apparently lesser qualifications. The Public Service Board 

to give reasons, stating that this was its practice. It 

on(;"u.u~u that there was no legal obligation under the statute for it 

so. But was this not something required by the obligations of 

s and of reasonable conduct on the part of officials today . 

c~~~u~ powers in such a case? Can it really be said that those 

power under legislation, enacted by Parliament, can hide 

such unaccountable decisions? May not the obligation to state 

reasons b~ an assurance that good reasons do· exist which are 

, fair and reasonable? 

With respect,· the decision of the High Court of Australia 

the right to reasons at common law in tM circumstances of 

case, seem unconvincing. The dismissal of overseas 

in common law countries smacked of xenophobic 

- as if we in Australia had nothing to learn from any 

of the common law save England. The call to await 

development is certainly not the approach of judges of 

tradition of the past - or of more recent times. Perhaps in a 

creative phase, Osmond would have gone the other way in the 

1992. Perhaps at some time in the future the issue 

re-opened if it is not overtak~n by legislative reform. The 

tends to bear out Lord Denning's categorisation of judicial 

of bold or timid. On this -occasion timidity triumphed. 
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A decision on this last point is the subject of an

the situation has become more serious. Time charging by

secure all of the costs reasonably incurred by them, such as

for preparation of argument and for attending at

the law of standing and in legal procedures which

improved the position of individuals 'invoking public

But the fundamental problem of legal costs remains.

standing and costs:

the High Court of Australia. For all that, courageous

ljndividuals, dedicated lawyers, legal aid and like centres working
~

They cannot ordinarily appear for a corporation without

circumstances warranting leave by the court. 12 If
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the processing of law reform suggestions. The idea that law
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suggestions will be seriously considered, in a routine and 

way I seems a not unreasonable expectation. A ref.lection 

the defects of the law and the need for its reform will often 

from presiding over gruelling litigation. Proposals by an 

~'rl.ence~and well-intentioned judicial officer for legislative or 

should command virtually automatic consideration at a 

During the period that Mr John Dowd QC was Attorney-General in 

south Wales a system was introduced by which such judicial 

,j,nrnestions for law reform are referred to the Attorney-General's 

by the Chief Justice. The system has now been in place 

a number of years. The evidence of the statute book suggests 

proposals for reform which deal with anomalies or anachronisms 

reasonably prompt attention. If the proposals 

improvements they will usually be adopted. If 

little or no expenditure from the public purse, they are 

to be accepted. If they promise the saving of public 

, they are likely to be accepted most quickly of all. These new 

prclce,dclres are definitely an improvement. They should encourage 

officers, at every level of the hierarchy, to call to 

attention defects in the law which suggest the need for 

We should not, however, think that the path of law reform in 

future is rosy. In Canada, the Law Reform Commission at the 

level was recently abolished as a cost-saving measure. And 

the wheels of reform grind slowly wherever powerful 

are involved in the subject matter. The best example of 

in the law of defamation. The proposals for reform of 

law and procedure were put forward by the Australian Law 

,Kefolm Commission sixteen years ago. They were welcomed and praised 
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in the Eastern States of Australia.

rights of correction and rights of reply.

The result of this analysis, five years further in the ring of

~~lic interest law in Australia, is a mixed bag. Although there
.R~::~"-'

~~ye been some improvements in Parliamentary procedures, cynicism

became bogged down in the Standing Committe~ of

They then went off to a suggested initiative of

been roundly criticised by a New South Wales

a:tliamentary Committee .14 The proposal is now to go back to
I?'
~e'New South Wales Law Reform Commission. We seem no closer to
'It'
'arious reform of defamation law.. In the wake of the High Court' s
•!f;~'
,~cision, about the right to free communication on matters of

~centrated attention on the need to improve procedures: by the
'.'
~r.oduction of novel techniques derived from civil law countries:
y

~.

cIduce the ambit of such proceedings on the part of public figures
~

~~a to enhance ~he entitlement of the media to scrutinize and

'~but Parliament is widespread and possibly now even endemic in the
~

~ri6tralian community. The vituperation and personal attacks in the

~hambers of Parliament, broadcast to the community, do nothing to

their reputation as serious places of national and state

\ecision-making of high importance.
f
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j
j~ovative legislative changes Australia has seen in recent decades.
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within the judicial branch there have been some exciting and

developments, particularly in recent days. Some of the

of five years ago must now be reassessed. Perhaps the

4~en years for public accountability through the courts ·lie in the
r,.

Perhaps a new millennium is beckoning after all.

And then, when we get starry-eyed, we read a case such as the

which requires new energy of all those dedicated to

~t appeared in The Times15 (London) under

"Outrageous decisio~ not unlawful":

"Regina v Secretaor of state for Defence. Ex parte Sancto
Before Mr Justice Rose
[Judgment JUly 24J
The parents of a soldier who died in an accident in the
Falkland Islands were not entitled to judicial review of
a decision by the Secretary of State for Defence to
refuse to disclose the report of the board of enquiry
into his death.

The decision refusing disclosure was so outrageous that
no sensible person could have reached it, but the
secretary of state was under no legal duty to disclose or
to exercise a discretion in relation to the disclosure of
such a report.

Mr Justice Rose so held in. the Queen's Bench Division
dismissing an application by Paul and Ingeborg Sancto for
jUdicial review of the secretary of state's decision of
May 23, 1990 to refuse to allow them to see the report of
the enquiry into the death of their son, Sapper Kirk
Sancto. II

FOOTNOTES

President of the New South Wales Court of Appeal. Chairman of
the Executive Committee of the International Commission of
Jurists.

H Evans, "Towards Closer Scrutiny of Legislation: New

Procedures for Examination of Bills by Senate Conunittees" in
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